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“Conceptual Modeling is the activity of 
describing aspects of the physical and 

social world for the purpose of 
understanding and communication…
the adequacy of a conceptual modeling 

notation rests in its ability to promote 
understanding about a shared reality 

among its human users” 

(John Mylopoulos, Conceptual Modeling and Telos,1992)



The Taxonomy of Animals 
inThe Celestial Emporium of 

Benevolent Knowledge (Borges)

• Those that belong to the emperor 

• Those that resemble flies from a distance 

• Those that have just broken a flower vase 

• Embalmed ones 

• Fabulous ones



“Those that resemble flies from a distance” 
is a logically possible way to group objects, but 

it’s not how we naturally make sense of the 
world. No real language would have a noun for 

such a category…Real nouns capture 
something deep; they refer to kinds of things 
that are thought to share deep properties…” 

(Paul Bloom, How Pleasure Works, 2010)



“…As the evolutionary theorist Stephen Jay 
Gould put it, our classifications don’t just 
exist to avoid chaos, they are “theories 

about the basis of natural order.” 

(Paul Bloom, How Pleasure Works, 2010)



Carving reality  
at its joints [Plato]: 









“Carving up Reality”

We need to guarantee  

Intra-worldview Consistency  

and  

Inter-worldview Interoperability



Ontology
• For that we need a a prioristic system of categories 

and their ties addressing issues of Identity, Unity 
(Parts and Wholes), Individuation, Change, 
Classification and Taxonomic Structures, 
Dependence (Existential, Historical, Relational, 
Notional), Causality, Essential and Accidental 
Characterization 

• We need Formal Ontology and Ontological 
Analysis



Ontology-Driven  
Conceptual Modeling

A discipline aiming at developing ontology-based 
methodologies, computational tools and modeling 
languages for the area of Conceptual Modeling 



UFO  
(Unified Foundational Ontology)
• Over the years, we have built a Philosophically and 

Cognitively well-founded Ontology to contribute to the general 
goal of serving as a Foundation for Conceptual Modeling 

• This Ontology has been used to as a theory for addressing 
may classical conceptual modeling constructs such as Object 
Types and Taxonomic Structures (CAISE 2004, CAISE 2007, 
CAISE 2012), Part-Whole Relations (CAISE 2007, CAISE 2009, 
FOIS2010, CAISE 2011), Intrinsic and Relational Properties 
(ER 2006, ER 2008, ER 2011, CAISE 2015), Weak Entities, 
Attributes and Datatypes (ER 2006), Events (ER 2013), 
Services (EDOC 2013), Capabilities (EDOC 2013), Goals, 
Communities, Organizational Structures, etc… 
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Type

Sortal Type MIXIN
(e.g., insurable entity,  
cultural heritage item)

Rigid Sortal Type 
or KIND 

(e.g., person,  
dog, organization  

car)

Anti-Rigid  
Sortal Type 

including ROLES
(e.g., student, singer)  

and PHASES
(e.g., living person,  

metropolis)



Why is this important?

Ontologically well-defined, 
formally characterized and 

cognitively sound              
systems of types 
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Why is this important?

Precise methodological 
guidelines for choosing how to 

model different elements in 
the universe of discourse
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Problem (1)
1. Characterize the difference between the following 

types:  

• Person, Apple, Car, Dog, Organization 

• Student, Singer, President, Employee 

• Adult, Puppy, Metropolis 

• Crime Weapon, Insurable Item, Sharp Object, 
Rational Agent, Cultural Heritage Item 



Person Man Adult Man

British Citizen Singer Economist

Young BoyLiving  
Person



Person Man Adult Man

British Citizen Singer Economist

Young BoyLiving  
Person

w

w’

w’’ w’’’w
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Solution
1. Characterizing the difference between: 

• NATURAL TYPE/KIND (e.g., Person, Apple, Car) = RIGID 
SORTAL 

• ROLE (e.g., Student, President, Employee) = ANTI-RIGID 
+ RELATIONALLY DEPENDENT SORTAL

• PHASE (e.g., Living Person, President,Employee) = ANTI-
RIGID + RELATIONALLY INDEPENDENT SORTAL

• MIXIN (e.g., Crime Weapon, Insurable Item, Sharp 
Object, Rational Agent, Cultural Heritage Item)? = MIXIN



Why is this important?

Incorporation of ontological 
constraints in the language 

metamodel to guarantee 
ontological consistency           

by design
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Role
• All instances of a given ROLE are of the same KIND 

(e.g., all Students are Person) 
• All instances of a ROLE instantiate that type only 

contingently (e.g., no Student is necessarily a Student) 
• Instances of a KIND instantiate that ROLE when 

participating in a certain RELATIONAL CONTEXT  
(e.g., instances of Person instantiate the Role Student 
when enrolled in na Educational Institution) 

• A ROLE cannot be a supertype of a Rigid Type	   	  
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We	  run	  into	  a	  logical	  contradiction!



Role
• All instances of a given ROLE are of the same KIND 

(e.g., all Students are Person) 
• All instances of a ROLE instantiate that type only 

contingently (e.g., no Student is necessarily a Student) 
• Instances of a KIND instantiate that ROLE when 

participating in a certain RELATIONAL CONTEXT  
(e.g., instances of Person instantiate the Role Student 
when enrolled in na Educational Institution) 

• A ROLE cannot be a supertype of a Rigid Type	   	  
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The Emerging Role Pattern
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Furthermore, as discussed in [1], Phases always occur in a so-called Phase Parti-
tion of a type T. For this reason, mutatis mutandis, constraints identical to (iii.a and 
iii.b) defined for Subkind Partitions are also defined for the case of Phase Partitions. 
However, for the case of Phase Partitions, we have an additional constraint: for every 
instance of type T and for every phase Pi in a Phase Partition specializing T, there is a 
possible world w in which x is not an instance of Pi. This implies that, in w, x is an 
instance of another Phase Pj in the same partition.   

  Finally, as formally proved in [1], rigid types cannot specialize anti-rigid types. 

3. Ontological Design Patterns and Inductive Process Models 

In this section, we present a number of Design Patterns which are derived from the 
ontological constraints underlying OntoUML as presented in the previous section. In 
other words, we limit ourselves here to the patterns which are related to the ontologi-
cal constraints involving the three primitives previously discussed: Phases, Roles and 
Subkind. These patterns are depicted in figure 1 below. 
 

 
Fig.1. Design Patterns emergent from the Ontological Constraints underlying OntoUML: (a) 
the Phase Pattern; (b-c) the Subkind Patterns, and (d) the Role Modeling Design Pattern.  

As a second objective of this section, we elaborate on a number of process models 
(representing inductive rule sets for model construction) which can be directly derived 
from these patterns. The hypothesis considered and illustrated here is the following: in 
each step of the modeling activity (i.e., each execution step of these process models), 
the solution space which characterizes the possible choices of modeling primitives to 
be adopted is reduced. This strategy, in turn, reduces the cognitive load of the modeler 
and, consequently, the complexity of model building using this language. Finally, this 
section demonstrates how these process models can be materialized through an inter-
active dialogue between the modeler and an automated tool running these rule sets. 
This idea is presented here via a running example and, in the following subsections, 
we will exemplify how the modeler may gradually build the ontology model of figure 
5. For that, the design tool executes these process models and engages in dialogues 
with the user, guiding the development of the model from 5(1) to 5(11)  
 
3.1 The Phase Design Pattern 

Phases are always manifested as part of a Phase Partition (PP). In a PP, there is 
always one unique root common supertype which is necessarily a Sortal S. This 
pattern is depicted in figure 1.a above. By analyzing that pattern, we can describe a 
modeling rule set RP which is to be executed every time a Phase P is instantiated in 
the model (an OntoUML class is stereotyped as phase). The rule set RP is represented 

The Emerging Phase Pattern



Problem (2)

1. Suppose that I want to represent that the ROLE 
Customer can be played by entities of different 
KINDS, namely, People and Organizations. How to 
relate the ROLE and its allowed types using 
subtyping relations?   
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The emerging  
RoleMixin Pattern
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Why is this important?
1. Ontologically well-defined, cognitively sound 

systems of types 

2. Precise methodological guidelines for choosing 
how to model different elements in the universe of 
discourse 

3. Incorporation of ontological constraints in the 
language metamodel to guarantee ontological 
consistency by design
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(29). IIFD(z,Z,x,X)     14,(7) 

(30). (x < z) ∧ IIFD(z,Z,x,X)    8,15,IC 

(31). i2(x,X,z,Z)     16, Definition 4         □ 

 

Due to this theorem we have that the relation D between Biological Heart and Circu-

latory System (depicted in figure 8 below) is warranted, since transitivity holds across 

(Biological Heart → 2i
Coronary Circulatory System) and (Coronary Circulatory 

System → 2d
 Circulatory System) in this case. 

 
Fig.8. Example of an indirect functional parthood of type 2 due to transitivity (from Biological 

Heart to Circulatory System). 

We conclude this section by providing the following set of visual patterns that can 

isolate the scope of transitivity in conceptual models containing parthood relations be-

tween functional complexes (functional parthood). Transitivity can be guaranteed for 

these relations only in cases where the patterns of figures (9.a-c) occur. In summary, 

parthood relations between concrete functional complexes are neither transitive nor 

intransitive, but non-transitive relation (i.e., transitive in certain cases and intransitive 

in others). One of the main contributions of this paper is to provide a systematic engi-

neering tool based on a solid theory to exactly inform the modeler which are the cases 

in which transitivity hold. 
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Fig.9. The patterns of figures (a-c) represent cases in which a derived functional transitive 

parthood relation can be inferred. Instransitive cases are shown in figures (d) and (e). 

5 Final Considerations 

The work presented here is part of a series of publications (e.g., [4,6,8]) in which we 

make use of Ontological theories for analyzing, re-designing and providing real-world 

semantics for conceptual modeling languages and models. Here we build on a formal 
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Why is this important?

Precise methodological 
guidelines for mapping into 

different implementation 
environments

4



Conceptual	  Modeling

Implementation1	   Implementation2	   Implementation3	  

DESIGN



Conceptual	  Modeling

Implementation1	   Implementation2	   Implementation3	  

DESIGN

by nemo by nemo

Logo



Why is this important?

Precise modal semantics with 
implications for validation
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BA	  
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Over-‐constraining
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Conceptual	  Model	  =	  Structure	  +	  Axiomatization	  

A	  B



Conceptual	  Model	  =	  Structure	  +	  Axiomatization	  
(Ontological	  Commitment)	  

A	  B



«role»
Student

«kind»
Person

«kind»
Educational0Institution

1..*

enrolled.at

□(∀x Person(x) → □(Person(x)))
□(∀x Student(x) → ◊(¬Student(x)))
□(∀x Student(x) → Person(x))
□(∀x Student(x) → ∃y Educational Institution(y) ∧ Enrolled-at(x,y))
… 
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Conceptual	  Model	  =	  	  
Structure	  +	  Domain-‐Independent	  Axioms	  +	  	  

Domain-‐Specific	  Axioms

B

A
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OntoUML Model Benchmark
• Model benchmark with 56 models 

• Models in domains such as Provenance in Scientific 
Workflow, Public Cloud Vulnerability, Software 
Configuration Management, Emergency Management, 
Services, IT Governance, Organizational Structures, 
Software Requirements, Heart Electrophisiology, 
Amazonian Biodiversity Management, Human 
Genome, Optical Transport Networks, Federal 
Government Organizational Structures, Normative 
Acts, and Ground Transportation Regulation



The Emerging Anti-Pattern: Relation 
Between Overlapping Types (RelOver)

than one, and at least one of the related types containing its own subtypes. The source 
of the inconsistency comes from the representation of a single, more abstract associa-
tion between T1 and T2, instead of more concrete ones between T1 and T2’s sub-
types. In this case, there might be domain-specific constraints missing in this model 
referring to which subtypes of T2 an instance of T1 may be related. As example, sup-
pose that in Fig.3(b) an instance of T1 can only be related through relation R to in-
stances of a particular SBTi, or that instances of T1 are subject to different cardinality 
constraints on R for each of the different subtypes SBTj. An example in the model of 
Fig.1 is the following: although a Criminal Investigation can have at least two Detec-
tives , exactly one of them must be a Captain.  

Fig. 3. Structural configuration illustrating the (a) AC, (b) IA and (c) RWOR. 

4.6 Relator With Overlapping Roles (RWOR) 

The generic structure of the Relator With Overlapping Roles (RWOR) anti-pattern is 
depicted in Fig. 3(c). It is characterized by a Relator (R1) mediating two or more 
Roles, (T1, T2… Tn) whose extensions overlap, i.e. have their identity principle pro-
vided by a common Kind as a super-type (ST). In addition, the roles are not explicitly 
declared disjoint. This modeling structure is prone to be overly permissive, since there 
are no restriction for an instance to act as multiples roles for the same relator. The 
possible commonly identified intended interpretations are that: the roles are actually 
disjoint (disjoint roles), i.e., no instance of ST may act as more than one role for the 
same instance of a relator Rel1 (mutually exclusive roles); some roles may be played 
by the same instance of ST, while others may not (partially exclusive roles). An alter-
native case is one in which all or a subset of the roles in question are mutually exclu-
sive but across different relators. An instance of RWOR is our running example is 
discussed in section 5.   

4.7 Twin Relator Instances (TRI) 

This anti-pattern occurs when a relator is connected to two or more «mediation» asso-
ciations, such that the upper bound cardinalities at the relator end are greater than one.  
The problem associated with this anti-pattern is that it opens the possibility for two 
distinct instances of the same relator type to co-exist connecting the very same relata 
instances. We empirically found that the existence of these relator instances in this 
situation should frequently be subject to several different types of constraints. For 
instance, it can the case that there cannot be two different relator instances of the 
same type connecting the very same relata. An example in the domain depicted in fig.
1 could be: one cannot be the subject of a second criminal investigation as a suspect 
and be investigated by the same detectives that interrogate the same witnesses. There 
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The Emerging Anti-Pattern: 
Relation Specialization (RelSpec)



Heart	  X Ventricle	  Y

Heart	  Z Ventricle	  W
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Heart	  X Ventricle	  Y

Heart	  Z Ventricle	  W

Heart	  as	  Pump	  X

Ventricle	  as	  Pump	  W
Heart	  as	  Pump	  Z

Ventricle	  as	  Pump	  Y
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Anti-Pattern Catalogue
• Association	  Cycle	  
• Binary	  Relation	  Between	  Over.	  Types	  
• Deceiving	  Intersection	  
• Free	  Role	  Specialization	  
• Imprecise	  Abstraction	  
• Multiple	  Relational	  Dependency	  
• Part	  Composing	  Over.	  Roles	  
• Whole	  Composed	  by	  Over.	  Parts	  
• Relator	  Mediating	  Over.	  Types	  
• Relation	  Composition	  
• Relator	  Mediating	  Rigid	  Types	  
• Relation	  Specialization	  
• Repeatable	  Relator	  Instances

• Relationally	  Dependent	  Phase	  
• Generalization	  Set	  With	  Mixed	  Rigidity	  
• Heterogeneous	  Collective	  
• Homogeneous	  Functional	  Complex	  
• Mixin	  With	  Same	  Identity	  
• Mixin	  With	  Same	  Rigidity	  
• Undefined	  Formal	  Association	  
• Undefined	  Phase	  Partition











Anti-Pattern #Occ. #Error #Error / #Occ. #Refac. /#Error

RelSpec 315 279 88.6% 97.1%
RepRel 221 57 25.8% 84.2%
RelOver 124 70 56.5% 77.1%
BinOver 74 31 41.9% 74.2%
AssCyc 20 14 70.0% 71.4%
ImpAbs 125 11 8.8% 27.3%

Total 879 462 52.56% 88.53%





What if we went big…
(searching for Anti-

Patterns on WikiData)



Multi-Level Modeling

Mary), it is an instance of “1stOT” and proper specializes 
“Individual”. Further, consider a type named “Person Age 
Phase” whose instances are specializations of “Person” (thus, 
instances of “1stOT”) that classify persons according to their 
age (e.g. “Child” and “Adult”). Thus, “Person Age Phase” is an 
instance of “2ndOT” and proper specializes “1stOT”. Figure 1 
illustrates this basic pattern using a notation that is largely 
inspired in UML. We use the UML class notation to represent 
both the MLT basic types and the domain types (the theory basic 
types are shaded to differentiate them from domain elements). 
Since UML does not allow for the representation of links 
between classes, we use dashed arrows to represent relations that 
hold between the types, with labels to denote the names of the 
predicates that apply. For instance, a dashed arrow labeled iof 
between “Individual” and “1stOT” represents that the former is 
an instance of the latter (i.e., that iof(Individual,1sOT) holds). 
The traditional UML notation to specializations is used to 
represent the proper specialization relations (e.g. to represent 
the fact that the proposition properSpecializes(Person, 
Individual) holds). Finally, we use the instance specification 
notation to represent an individual (e.g. John). For the sake of 
simplicity we omit the representation of some relations that are 
implied by the represented relations. For example, although we 
do not represent that “Adult” is instance of “1stOT” it can be 
inferred by the fact that it is instance of “Person Age Phase” 
which proper specializes “1stOT”. The notation used to 
elaborate Figure 1 is used in all further diagrams in this paper. 

 
Figure 1. Illustration of MLT basic pattern 

Note that the theory results in a model that is stratified according 
to levels of classification, with specialization only used intra-
level, and instantiation used only to related adjacent levels. It is 
this stratification which will be the main object of our analysis 
of the content in Wikidata. We explore here the hypothesis that 
violations of this stratification can allow us to flag potentially 
inadequate uses of instantiation and subclassing. 

3. TAXONOMIC HIERARCHIES IN 
WIKIDATA 
Two properties are central to structure the content in Wikidata:  
the instance of (P31) and the subclass of (P279) properties. 
According to Wikidata, the instance of property represents that  
“an item is a specific example and a member of another item” 
[18]. For instance, considering that Tim Berners-Lee is a 
“specific example” of Human, it is stated that Tim Berners-Lee 
is instance of Human. The definition of instance of provided in 
Wikidata is informal and silent about its formal logic properties 
(symmetry, reflexivity and transitivity). Observing its use in 
Wikidata content we have concluded that its purpose is similar 
to the iof relation of MLT: to denote that a type applies to an 
element. Therefore, in order to apply MLT to assess taxonomic 
hierarchies in Wikidata, we consider the semantics of its 
instance of property to correspond to that of the iof relation in 
MLT. 

Wikidata defines subclass of as a property that represents that 
“all instances of an item are instances of another item” [19]. For 
instance, to represent that all instances of Ship are also instances 
of Watercraft it is defined that Ship is subclass of Watercraft. 
Further, subclass of is characterized as transitive and 
asymmetric (i.e., antisymmetric and irreflexive). We consider 
the semantics of the subclass of property in Wikidata to 
correspond to that of the proper specialization relation in MLT.  

The establishment of the semantics of instance of and subclass 
of properties in terms of MLT allow us to use the MLT rules to 
assess Wikidata content. To illustrate this, we extracted from 
Wikidata a fragment of a biological taxonomy and the 
classification of the Cecil lion in such taxonomy. Cecil is 
instance of Panthera Leo, which is instance of Species. Species, 
in its turn, is instance of Taxonomic Rank. Considering the 
definition of subclass of, we can conclude that Cecil is also 
instance of Panthera and, consequently, of all its super classes. 
Figure 2 illustrates this example, using the notational 
conventions applied in Figure 1. Additionally, in order to 
increase the readability of the diagram, we use dashed rectangles 
to group elements that instantiate the same other element and 
draw only one arrow between the border of the rectangle and the 
other element. 

 
Figure 2. Short representation for Taxonomic Biological 

Domain in Wikidata 
Considering the chain of instantiations in Figure 2 we can 
clearly detect a notion of levels: Cecil, Organism, Taxon and 
Taxonomic Rank are at different levels of classification. If we 
assume Cecil as an instance of Individual, since we know that it 
has no instances, we can apply the MLT basic pattern to deduce 
new information from the diagram in Figure 2. First, we can 
infer that Panthera Leo and all its super classes are both 
subclasses of Individual and instances of 1stOT. Consequently, 
the classifiers of Organism types (e.g., Taxon, Domain, Species) 
are both subclasses of 1stOT and instances of 2ndOT. Finally, 
Taxonomic Rank is inferred as subclass of 2ndOT and instance 
of 3rdOT.  
The example illustrated in Figure 2 conforms to the 
stratification underlying MLT rules, following its basic pattern. 
However, there is no automated support or guidelines to prevent 
a contributor from violating this conformant structure. For 
example, a clearly incorrect modification introducing a second 
lion (e.g.. “Simba”) which is both an instance of Panthera Leo 
and Species would go undetected, and would result in an 
inconsistent hierarchy. In fact, we have observed many 
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occurrences of such problematic hierarchies in current Wikidata 
content. 

For example, take Wikidata information about Tim Berners-Lee 
and his professional occupation (a fragment of which is depicted 
in Figure 3). Tim is considered instance of Computer Scientist. 
In its turn, Computer Scientist is indirectly subclass of 
Profession. Thus, we can conclude Tim is instance of 
Profession(!), which clearly violates our sense of what a 
Profession is. Formally, these statements could be considered 
inconsistent in the light of MLT: since instance of is anti-
transitive and Computer Scientist is instance of Profession, Tim 
cannot be instance of Profession.  

 
Figure 3. Wikidata information about Tim Berners-Lee and 

his professional occupation 

Now, considering Tim Berners-Lee as Individual, since it has no 
instances, we can apply the MLT basic pattern to deduce 
information. First, we conclude that Computer Scientist and all 
its super classes are both subclasses of Individual and instances 
of 1stOT. Consequently, since instances of Profession are 
instances of 1stOT, Profession is both subclass of 1stOT and 
instance of 2ndOT. Here, we realize that Profession is instance 
of both 1stOT and 2ndOT, which is invalid by A4 (see Table 1). 

We have observed similar problems concerning multiple levels 
of classification in other domains represented in Wikidata, such 
as transport, software and sports. In section 4, we present the 
results of some queries we have submitted to Wikidata in order 
to detect potential problematic scenarios. We highlight some 
issues identified and discuss them in the light of MLT. 

4. ANALYSIS RESULTS 
In order to obtain some indication of the use of multi-level 
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of anti-patterns that violate the aforementioned strict 
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between the involved items. The fragment illustrated in  
Figure 3 (concerning Tim Berners-Lee’s professional 
occupation) includes two occurrences of this anti-pattern with  
chains of subclass of properties of length 2 and 3. Regardless of 
the size of this chain, the occurrence of this pattern prevents 
stratification into classification levels, and creates a formal 
contradiction: classes A and Z would have be simultaneously at 
the same level (because they are related by specialization) and at 
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obtain a visual representation of an instance of this model, as depicted in Figure 20 . In this instance, 
investigation Property2 has as witness Object0, who is questioned in interrogation Property1 by detective Object2, 
who is member of investigation Property3, not investigation Property2. In other words, the model allows for a 
representation of a state of affairs in which an interrogation that is part of a criminal investigation is conducted by 
a detective that is not part of that investigation. Let us suppose that the creators of that model do not intend such a 
state of affairs. The modelers can then request the editor for an OCL solution that would proscribe instances with 
this detected unintended characteristic (Figure 19.4). In this case, the OCL constraint to be incorporated in the 
model (Listing 7) is the following: 

 
Figure 20. Possible interpretation of the AssCyc identified in the Criminal Investigation model. 

 
Listing 7. Auto-generated solution to forbid cycles at the instance level. 

An example of an identified RelOver occurrence involves Criminal Investigation as a relator that mediates the 
Roles Detective, Lead Detective, Suspect and Witness. As explained in Section 4, there are three types of possibly 
unintended cases that can be allowed by an occurrence of this anti-pattern. First, all roles are exclusive in the scope 
of a particular relator, which means in this example that in each particular Criminal Investigation, the roles of 
Suspect, Witness, Detective and Lead Detective are necessarily all instantiated by different people. Second, it may 
be the case that only some of these roles are exclusive in the scope of a particular relator, for example, the 
Detective and the Suspect are exclusive, but not Detective and Witness, or Suspect and Witness. Finally, it may 
also be the case that some of the roles are disjoint (across different relators). For example, suppose the constraint 
that Detectives who participate in an ongoing Investigation cannot be considered a Suspect in another 
Investigation. Let us suppose that, as a first action to rectify the model, the modeler chooses to declare all roles as 
exclusive w.r.t. a given Investigation. The set of instances of the resulting model, hence, includes the one depicted 
in Figure 21. By inspecting such possible instance, the user can then realize that she perhaps overconstrained the 
model since, as a result of declaring all roles as exclusive, we have that the responsible for a given Investigation 
(i.e., the Lead Detectives) cannot be considered as a participant of that Investigation (i.e., one of its Detectives). 
The modeler can then once more rectify the model by choosing among a set of solutions offered by OLED. She 
might choose to declare the roles of Witness and Suspect disjoint w.r.t. a given Investigation (Listing 8), but also to 
declare that the roles of detective and suspect should be disjoint across different investigations, which the tool 
enforces by the creation of a generalization set. 
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